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President’s Message
By John Tellefsen
Welcome back, one and all, to the ASHRAE® New Jersey Chapter for the fall of 2014!
I want to thank the Scott Smith, the chapter committee members, the Board of Governors, the
chapter officers, and the Region I committee members and officers for the all the volunteer
work and time to serve to bring out our continual learning and sharing of ideas and to help
bring in donated funds for ASHRAE research and resources for additional learning.
Full economizer season is approaching as we get closer to our first Chapter Dinner Meeting of
the 2014-2015 year. This past August, the Chapter Technology Transfer Committee (CTTC) met and came up with the
dinner speaker & topic line-up for the year.
The upcoming chapter dinner meeting topic is “Fan Laws Fan Efficiency Grades (FEG) - Meeting the Requirements of
ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013 and Current Codes” by Tom Gustafson & Keith Miller on Tuesday, October 7, 2014 at the
Renaissance Woodbridge Hotel, Iselin, NJ. This is a new part of 90.1 and many of us would be interested to learn what it
is and the effect on the designs and applications. For NJ PE PDH requirements, the Chapter will again be issuing
Certificates of Attendance to those interested members to confirm their attendance.
The Indoor Air Quality Association (IAQA) has joined in with ASHRAE. You can refer to the ASHRAE website for more
information. There is a local chapter based out of Trenton, NJ and they had a workshop this summer in Princeton. The
local chapter in Trenton, NJ and our chapter are exploring ways for future collaboration.
Research and sharing of information is a big part of what ASHRAE is about. To do this ASHRAE raises funds each year and
uses the funds for the research in many different areas you see listed in the ASHRAE Journal and at the national
conferences held twice a year. The funds are also used for scholarships, education, and more, all with the goal of sharing
information for us all.
With all the chapters and nationally, ASHRAE Resource Promotion has raised over two million dollars last year. Our
chapter does its part and we do this with Full Circle, the annual Golf Outing, and more. Please participate and contribute
to help in this worthy endeavors.
There are many opportunities to participate in the chapter… from helping planning for dinner meetings, seminars, to
contributing articles to the Thermogram, our newsletter, and many more.
We welcome you to contact me or any of the officers, board of governors or committee members you see listed on the
newsletter and website and at the meetings.
We are looking forward to a good year.

2013—2014 Presidential Award of Excellence (PAOE) Summary
Chapter
Members

Member
Promotion

Student
Activities

Research
Promotion

-

Min = 500

Min = 300

-

Par = 800

646

100

CTTC

Chapter
Grassroots
Government
Activities

NJ Chapter
PAOE Point
Total

Min = 400

Min = 450

Min = 500

Min = 3,050

Par = 300

Par = 1,000

Par = 1,050

Par = 650

Par = 5,350

-

160

100

History

Chapter
Operations

Min = 800

Min = 100

Par = 500

Par = 1,050

-

-

360
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Speakers:
Tom Gustafson
Chief Technology Officer
Hartzell Air Movement
AMCA Board of Directors member

Keith Miller
Samuel Tepp Associates

Topic:
Fan Laws: Fan Efficiency Grades (FEG)-Meeting the Requirements of ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013 and
Current Codes
This seminar intends to cover:
 A brief history of AMCA Standard 205 (Energy Efficiency Classification for Fans) and FEG
Define FEG
 ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2013 and other current code requirements for fan efficiency
 Expected future Department of Energy and other code requirements
 Fan application considerations to assure fan efficiency is attained during design and construction, e.g.,
system effects
 Utility rebate possibilities and energy savings potential with fan upgrades-review of existing fan
applications

Biography
Thomas J. Gustafson is the Chief Technology Officer for Hartzell Air Movement where he has been
employed since 1988. Tom holds a Bachelor’s of Science degree in Mechanical Engineering from North
Dakota State University. He began his career working at Trane Company where he worked various positions
such as Design Engineer, Senior Design Engineer, and also Fan Design Principle Engineer, all over a 9 year
period. Tom first accepted a position at Hartzell working as an Application Engineer, but was quickly promoted
to Engineering Manager, a position he held for five years. He next became The Vice President of Engineering
for the remainder of the time, until being promoted to his current position in December 2011.
Tom is a member of The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers
(ASHRAE), The American Society of Materials (ASM), The American Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM), and The National Fire Protection Agency (NFPA). During his time at Hartzell, Tom has many
achievements including being the champion of the design concept for the one-piece solid fiberglass FA wheel
and was the principal author of our most recent patent, which reduced the sound levels on our adjustable pitch
prop. Tom was elected to the AMCA Board of Directors in 2012, and is currently serving a three year term. He
also is on several technical committees - Fan Technical Committee, Advisory Committee on Electronic
Catalogs, and is Chair of the Certified Ratings Program Committee.
Keith Miller’s engineering career spans 45 years in the jet engine and HVAC industries. His initial engineering
activity as a jet engine performance engineer included engine testing and thermodynamic analysis of high
thrust experimental and production military and commercial engines.
His activity in the HVAC industry over the last 40 years includes 26 years as the president of a design/build/
service mechanical contracting firm specializing in medical and industrial testing laboratories, industrial
facilities, and data centers. His experience includes design, construction and service oversight of packaged
and built up chilled water and direct expansion air and water cooled air conditioning systems, hot water, steam
heating systems and the air distribution and controls associated with them.
Currently, Keith provides advisory services in the HVAC industry in the areas of mechanical equipment
selection, air distribution design and evaluation of problem air and water systems. He also conducts
educational seminars for industry associations and for consulting engineering offices on the selection,
application, and control of air moving and air distribution equipment.

This program qualifies for 1.0 PDH for NY, NJ and PA
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Speaker

Topic

Theme

October 7, 2014

Tom Gustafson & Keith
Miller

Fan Laws
Fan Efficiency Grades
(FEG)-Meeting the
Requirements of
ASHRAE Standard 90.12013 and Current Codes

Welcome Back

November 4, 2014

Douglas Zentz

What's Your EUI?

Past President’s Night

December 2, 2013

Bob Barrett

Steam Basics and
Optimization

Back to Basics Night

January 7, 2015

Kurt Kalafsky

Integrated Design Process

Joint Meeting With
NJ ASPE & NJ MCA

February 3, 2015

Michelle R. Contri and
Thomas A. Davidson

Hydraulic Modeling to
Enable Design Resiliency
and Quantify Pump Energy
Savings for Data Center
Chilled Water Systems

Research Promotion
Night

March 3, 2015

Mark Palitza

Natatorium Design

Membership & History
Night

April 7, 2015

To Be Determined

To Be Determined

Student & YEA Night

May 5, 2015

James Wolf

The Future Of Refrigerants

Installation of New
Officers & Refrigeration
Night

June 2015

Golf Outing

To Benefit ASHRAE
Research Promotion

-

June 2015

Summer Social

Significant Other Night

-
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ASHRAE Region I 2014-15 Executive Committee & Society
DRC – Director & Regional Chair

RVC Chapter Technology Transfer

Regional Representative

Joseph L Furman
Automated Logic
16 Country Way
Wallingford, CT 06492-5356
W: (203)678-2208
joe.furman@automatedlogic.com

Alexander Weiss, PE
8 Bergen Beach Pl
Brooklyn, NY 11234-5743
W: (718)251-1154
weisseng@gmail.com

Garry N. Myers
WSP Flack + Kurtz
73 Bonnie Way
Allendale, NJ 07401-1127
W: (212)951-2815
GNMyers@optonline.net

ARC – Assistant Regional Chair
& Treasurer
Bill Walter
W: (315)432-6267
William.F.Walter@carrier.utc.com

Nominating Committee Member
Russell J Stuber
U&S Services, Inc.
233 Fillmore Ave Suite 11
Tonawanda, NY 14150-2316
W: (716)693-4490
stuberr@usservicesinc.com

RVC Student Activities
Ralph Draper.
31 Gebig Rd
Nottingham, NJ 03290-6107
W: (603)608-8600
rdw@disunix.unh.edu.com

RVC Grassroots Government
Activities Committee
Richard E Vehlow, PE
NYS OGS BU1
33Rd Fl Corning Tower
Albany, NY 12242-0001
W: (518)474-2471
Rev1969@gmail.com

Nominating Committee Alternate
Darcey A. Carbone
Stebbins-Duffy, Inc.
6 Damon Road
Medford, MA 02155-2903
W: (617)957-2567
tdcarbone@stebbinsduffy.com

Peter Oppelt
R.F. Peck Co.
191 Moorland Rd
Rochester, NY 14612-3421
W: (585)697-0836 ext. 103
poppelt@rfpeck.com

Regional Refrigeration Chair
Mark Cambria, PE
M/E Engineering, PC.
433 State Street, Suite 410
Schenectady, NY 12305
(W) (518)621-0533
mcambria@fusionsystemseng.com

RVC Membership Promotion
Steve Sill
W: (718)494-5133
stevesill1966@hotmail.com

Regional Historian
Stan Westhoff
W: (518)587-1949
stantley.westhoff@verizon.net

RVC Research Promotion
Chris Phelan
Thermco
228 Scoles Ave
Clifton, NJ 07012
W: (973)777-6700
chrisphelan@thermcoreps.com

Frank Rivera
Mechanical Heating Supply
476 Thompson Pl
Bronx, New York 10455
W: (646)245-7526
frivera@mechheat.com

Director of Member Services
Joyce Abrams
ASHRAE
1791 Tullie Circle, N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30329
404.636.8400
jabrams@@ashrae.org

Regional Chapter Programs Chair

Nominating Committee Reserve
Richard E Vehlow, PE
NYS OGS BU1
33Rd Fl Corning Tower
Albany, NY 12242-0001
W: (518)474-2471
Rev1969@gmail.com

YEA Regional Coordinator

Regional Electronics Communication
Committee Chair & Newsletter Judge
Stacie Suh
W: (781)258-1002
stacie@stebbinduffy.com

Director of Communications
and Publications
Jodi Scott
ASHRAE
1791 Tullie Circle, N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30329
404.636.8400
jdunlop@ashrae.org
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ASHRAE, AHR Expo Return to Chicago for 2015 Winter Conference, Expo
ATLANTA – Registration is open for ASHRAE’s 2015 Winter Conference in Chicago where attendees have the
chance to discuss and examine the latest topics in the building industry, network; participate in technical tours;
attend ASHRAE Learning Institute courses; earn professional credits; and obtain ASHRAE certifications.
The ASHRAE Conference takes place Jan. 24-28, Palmer House Hilton, while the ASHRAE co-sponsored AHR
Expo is held Jan. 26-28, McCormick Place. Complete Conference information and registration can be found at
www.ashrae.org/chicago, and Expo information at www.ahrexpo.com.
In keeping with ASHRAE’s goal of continuing education, the Conference offers over 200 Professional
Development Hours, as well as Continuing Education Units, which can be applied toward a Professional
Engineering license.
The Technical Program features more than 100 sessions and 300 speakers over eight tracks: Systems and
Equipment; Fundamentals and Applications; Industrial Facilities (new); Large Buildings: Mission Critical Facilities
and Applications (new); Energy Efficiency; Life Safety (new); Design of Energy and Water Efficient Systems
(new); Hospital Design and Codes (new). Specifically, the program features sessions on cold climate design, tall
buildings, hospital and clean room design and data centers.
The ASHRAE Learning Institute (ALI) offers 20 professional development seminars and short courses to stay
current on HVAC&R trends. Among them is a new course on Standard 202, Commissioning Process for Buildings
and Systems, in addition to updates to Standard 90.1, Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential
Buildings, and 62.1, Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality. Training topics include commissioning, energy
management, Standard 55, Thermal Environmental Conditions for Human Occupancy, energy efficient data
centers, healthcare facilities, building energy audits, the coming smart grid and ground source heat pumps.
Register at www.ashrae.org/chicagocourses.
Additionally, ASHRAE offers a special administration of all six certifications on Jan. 28: Building Energy
Assessment Professional (BEAP); Building Energy Modeling Professional (BEMP); Commissioning Process
Management Professional (CPMP); High-Performance Building Design Professional (HBDP); Healthcare Facility
Design Professional (HFDP); and Operations & Performance Management Professional (OPMP). Register at
www.ashrae.org/certification.
The keynote speaker at the opening Plenary Session is Aron Ralston, adventurer and subject of the film 127
Hours. In April 2003, during a hike into a remote area of Utah’s canyon country in April 2003, Ralston accidentally
dislodged a boulder that crushed and pinned his right hand. After six days of entrapment alone, he freed himself
with a cheap multi-tool knife and hiked to a miraculous rescue. Since his amputation, Ralston has written an
internationally bestselling book, Between a Rock and a Hard Place, later turned into a movie nominated for six
Oscars.
Also offered are technical tours, which include Walgreens net zero store, a brewery and McCormick Place.
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Through its scholarships, ASHRAE seeks to motivate students and prospective students worldwide to pursue an
engineering or technology career in the HVAC&R field. The Society’s Scholarship Program also serves the public
interest by aiding in the education of men and women to become qualified to practice as engineers in HVAC&R.
ASHRAE has 28 scholarships available for the 2015-16 school year, for high school seniors entering college through
senior undergraduate engineering students and engineering technology students. ASHRAE is seeking your assistance in
making student members aware of this financial assistance.
 8 regional/chapter and university-specific scholarships — $3,000 to $5,000 each. Now accepting applications!
 12 undergraduate engineering scholarships — $3,000 to $10,000 each. Now accepting applications!
 4 high school senior scholarships — $3,000 each
4 engineering technology scholarships — $5,000 each

Qualified students are encouraged to apply at www.ashrae.org/scholarships.
Annual Application Deadlines:
December 1 for Undergraduate Engineering, Regional and University-specific Scholarships
May 1 for Engineering Technology and High School Senior Scholarships
Scholarships are awarded for the academic year following the application deadline beginning with the fall semester. For
a list of available scholarships, complete eligibility requirements, and an application, visit www.ashrae.org/
scholarships.
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Leading Building Industry Groups Agree to Streamline Green Building Tool
Coordination and Development
Move will coordinate Standard 189.1, the International Green Construction Code and LEED to offer comprehensive
system of regulatory and voluntary leadership tools for jurisdictions
ATLANTA – ASHRAE, the International Code Council (ICC), the American Institute of Architects (AIA), the Illuminating
Engineering Society of North America (IES) and the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) announce the signing of a
memorandum to collaborate on the development of Standard 189.1, the International Green Construction Code (IgCC)
and the LEED green building program.
The unprecedented cooperation aims to create a comprehensive framework for jurisdictions looking to implement and
adopt green building regulations and codes and/or provide incentives for voluntary leadership programs such as LEED.
The agreement outlines the development, maintenance and implementation of new versions of ANSI/ASHRAE/IES/
USGBC Standard 189.1, Standard for the Design of High-Performance, Green Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential
Buildings, and the IgCC, which will be combined into one regulatory tool. This agreement also endeavors to align the
LEED program with the new code to ensure a streamlined, effective set of regulatory and above-code options for
jurisdictions across the country.
“Architects have become the leaders in employing green building techniques, and the IgCC, a valuable regulatory tool,
provides support leading to the creation of a sustainable, resilient built environment,” said AIA CEO Robert Ivy, FAIA.
“This agreement, which underscores the AIA’s dedication to sustainable design and construction, should lead to more
rapid adoption of responsible approaches by designers, builders, developers and a host of other building industry
groups.”
“ASHRAE see this as a move forward in green building, reducing fragmentation of compliance documents for users who
are pressing toward a more sustainable environment,” ASHRAE President Tom Phoenix said.
“Working collaboratively with our industry partners is producing real results that will help improve building performance,
streamline regulation, reduce cost and allow us to focus our resources on goals we have in common” said Dominic
Sims, CBO, ICC CEO. “This agreement continues the partnership we began in 2012 and assures that our Members and
partners have a meaningful role in shaping the future of the built environment.”
“The Illuminating Engineering Society of North America is pleased to partner with the other organizations in this
important collaborative effort in the development of a new standard and green code for the design and construction
industry,” said Rita Harrold, IES Director of Technology. “IES members will benefit from this alignment of both regulatory
and voluntary tools, and we look forward to participating in delivering technical provisions for code intended adoption.”
“This landmark agreement will leverage the unique strengths of each of the five partner organizations to deliver a
coordinated, integrated suite of green building tools. An ANSI standard as the basis of a regulatory code to push the
market and a rating system to pull the market higher” said Brendan Owens, Vice President, LEED, and U.S. Green
Building Council. “We are collectively dedicated to advancing green building practices and to advancing the broader
industry’s understanding about the importance of green building goals and how to achieve them.”
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ASHRAE Proposed Alternate Compliance Path for Existing Buildings in IAQ
Standard
ATLANTA – Recognizing that the ventilation rate procedure in its indoor air quality standard may be difficult to
apply in existing buildings, ASHRAE is proposing an alternate compliance path.
Proposed addendum b is one of six addenda to ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2013, Ventilation for Acceptable
Indoor Air Quality currently open for public comment from Sept. 5 to Oct. 5, 2014. To comment or learn more,
visit www.ashrae.org/publicreviews.
Responding to increasing interest in sustainability in existing buildings, Standard 62.1 is cited frequently as a
criterion for evaluating ventilation systems in existing buildings. Examples include LEED-EBOM, ENERGY
STAR and bEQ. Some building categories, such as K-12 schools and office buildings, are frequently renovated
and often have multiple zone systems that provide HVAC to similar space types.
Section 6 (including the ventilation rate procedure) of the standard was developed as a design standard. As
such, Section 6 and Normative Appendix A have the complexity to allow for many complex system designs and
airflow pathways. The scope of the standard states in part that “the provisions of this standard are not intended
to be applied retroactively when the standard is used as a mandatory regulation or code.”
“For existing buildings, it may be difficult to apply the ventilation rate procedure (VRP), particularly for buildings
with multiple-zone recirculating ventilation systems,” Roger Hedrick, chair of the Standard 62.1 committee, said.
“This is because determination of some of the values needed to calculate ventilation rates may be difficult or
impossible because required information is not available. An example is system ventilation efficiency (Ev), used
in equation 6.2.5.4.”
Proposed addendum b provides an alternate path of compliance that is needed by the marketplace for those
situations where information required to determine system performance is unavailable or for smaller facilities
with straightforward multiple zone applications, he said.
Also open for public comment is proposed addendum c, which would revise the current definition of
environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) to include emissions from electronic smoking devices and from smoking of
cannabis (now allowed by some jurisdictions). The existing requirements for separation of ETS-free spaces
from ETS spaces remain unchanged. The proposed addendum also would clarify that provision of acceptable
indoor air quality is incompatible with the presence of ETS, including cannabis smoke and e-cigarette
emissions.
Other addenda open for public comment from Sept. 5 to Oct. 5, 2014, are:
 d adds an exception to Section 5.8 (Particulate Matter Removal). In sensible-only cooling, the equipment’s
purpose is to provide only sensible cooling. A chilled beam is an example of this type of equipment. In this case
the coil surface would never be wet and the filtration requirements intended for wetted surfaces should not
apply. Latent cooling for these systems would be provided by other portions of the system, such as cooling
coils in the primary air stream, which would then have independent upstream air filtration.
 e modifies Section 8, Operation and Maintenance, incorporating calibration requirements for airflow
monitoring sensors and systems and harmonizes Table 8.4.1 (Minimum Maintenance Activity and Frequency)
with ASHRAE/ACCA Standard 180-2012, Standard Practice for Inspection and Maintenance of CommercialBuilding HVAC Systems.
 p – At present, all occupancy types are required to provide no less than the area component of the
minimum ventilation rate during periods when the space is “expected to be occupied.” A previous interpretation
clarified that this prohibited the use of occupancy sensors to reduce the ventilation rate to zero during these
times. This proposed addendum would allow the ventilation to be reduced to zero through the use of occupancy
sensors (not through contaminant or CO2 measurements) for spaces of selected occupancy types.
 q modifies Section 5.2 (Exhaust Duct Location) to clarify requirements by including air classes instead of
descriptive language, and modifies the requirements by allowing positively pressurized exhaust ducts inside the
space of origin.
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ASHRAE in the House: Society Explores Path toward Involvement in
Residential
ATLANTA – When it comes to energy, the residential sector consumes a fifth of all the primary energy used by
the United States (21 percent) and more than half (54 percent) of all energy used by buildings.
Similar trends are also observed in other parts of the world. For example, in Europe, residential buildings account
for 75 percent of the total building stock and are responsible for 26.2 percent of the total European Union final
energy consumption in 2012.
Those figures reflect big energy use. They also present big opportunities for sustainability.
From economic, environmental and energy security perspectives, a sector responsible for this much energy
consumption requires significant attention, notes Tom Phoenix, ASHRAE president.
Just as importantly, because we typically spend nearly 90 percent of our time indoors and most of that time is in
the home, the indoor environments of residential buildings have a very significant impact on health, productivity
and comfort. Household air pollution from indoor combustion for cooking and heating is estimated by the World
Health Organization to result in over 4 million deaths annually worldwide – nearly 8 percent of the total,
predominantly in developing economies.
As such, ASHRAE is exploring its role in residential, looking at how it can contribute most effectively to the
improvement of the performance of residential buildings. The Society recently released a report, “ASHRAE and
the Residential Construction Market,” which contains a series of recommendations to the Board of Directors.
“Our members do work on buildings all day and then go home, failing to effectively bring the best of ASHRAE
home with us to improve energy efficiency and indoor air quality,” Phoenix said. “
Max Sherman, who chairs the Presidential Ad Hoc Committee on the Residential Construction Market that
developed the report, noted that one of the first questions the group explored was “what is residential.”
He notes that in the United States, residential is often associated with low-rise, single-family houses. This
association is evident in the division in scopes between the International Residential Code and the International
Building Code and between the scopes of ASHRAE standards related to indoor air quality and energy.
Additionally, mid-rise multifamily construction often seems to fall through the cracks and is not adequately
addressed in either current residential or nonresidential standards, he said.
Sherman said the exploration into residential began under the guidance of 2013-14 ASHRAE President Bill
Bahnfleth. The committee looked at the importance of the residential sector, what ASHRAE is already doing in
the residential sector and how ASHRAE’s role is viewed in the residential market. As part of that, a workshop for
key stakeholders was held earlier in the year.
Sherman said that their research showed the residential sector is of growing importance.
Studies show there were over 115 million dwellings in the United States (217 million in the European Union) in
2010. The projection is that by 2030 this number will grow to about 141 million in the United States (241 million in
the European Union). Given that number is increasing, efficiency needs to increase as well. ASHRAE can play a
significant role in the efforts to reduce energy consumption and environmental impact of the global building stock.
“Over 74 percent of all existing homes in the United States were constructed before 1989—before widespread
adoption of model energy codes governing their construction,” Sherman said. “More than 40 percent of the
European residential buildings have been constructed before the 1960s when energy building regulations were
very limited. By almost any measure, most of these homes are likely under-insulated, have poorly performing
fenestration, have significant envelope air leakage, need upgrades to all HVAC&R components and delivery
systems, and contain outdated and inefficient lighting systems when compared to today’s basic energy code
minimums. In addition, we need to treat these homes as systems that provide good indoor environmental quality
for people. These needs define significant opportunity for energy, carbon, peak power and water savings within
the residential sector.”
Sherman said the group found that while ASHRAE has extensive and perhaps unmatched technical abilities in
the residential area, it is far from the dominant player. He notes the Society’s involvement requires not only
focusing the efforts of its own volunteers but collaborating with existing stakeholders.
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(continued) ASHRAE in the House: Society Explores Path toward Involvement
in Residential
The report contains several recommendations to the ASHRAE Board of Directors. Several recommendations have
already been acted upon and the rest have been referred to appropriate bodies in the Society. The report and
additional information can be found at www.ashrae.org/residential.
The recommendations are designed to raise the priority of residential activity within the Society by increasing
visibility of existing work in that area and by providing additional Society resources for future work. ASHRAE will
support residential through actions in the report, including the likely formation of a new standing committee. It also
plans to involve more residential stakeholders and include more residential content in its research, programs,
standards and publications.
Phoenix said that the move into residential also is part of the Society’s newly adopted Strategic Plan under an
initiative that addresses ASHRAE’s role in the residential sector. The plan notes that ASHRAE will create
partnerships and collaboration with key organizations in the residential sector.
“Together we look forward to working with new partners to develop technology, perform research and educate
owners, builders and designers to improve the residential built environment,” he said.

ASHRAE Selected as 2014 Best of Building Award Recipient by USGBC Members
ATLANTA – ASHRAE is pleased to announce today that it received the U.S. Green Building Council’s (USGBC)
Best of Building award for Best Professional Association.
“ASHRAE is proud to be recognized as the Best Professional Association in the Best of Building Awards,” Tom
Phoenix, ASHRAE president, said. “ASHRAE strives to set an example for the industry in sustainability through
efforts such as increasing the stringency of its standards, developing guidance that will lead to high performing
buildings and offering resources to professionals in the building industry to keep them up to speed with the latest
sustainable technology. We look forward to building on our foundation as future industry issues come to the
forefront.”
The Best of Building Awards celebrates the year’s best products, projects, organizations and individuals making an
impact in green building. Nominees and winners were selected exclusively by the members of USGBC, a vibrant
and diverse community of nearly 13,000 of the world’s leading organizations invested in sustainability.
“USGBC’s membership represents a diverse community of leaders that have made significant contributions to the
advancement of green building,” said Mahesh Ramanujam, chief operating officer, USGBC. “We congratulate
ASHRAE as these peer-chosen awards reflect new and innovative achievements that are to be commended.”
There are 30, peer-selected awardees selected for 48 individual categories in the competition. Awardees were
selected based on their region, size and area of specialization and are designed to showcase the most progressive,
innovative organizations in the fields of green architecture, landscape, engineering, interior design and
manufacturing. A full list of winners can be viewed at usgbc.org.
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ASHRAE Government Affairs Update
Congress Set to Return for Short Session before the Elections – Energy
Legislation on the Agenda
U.S. House Leadership recently outlined the legislation agenda for the two weeks that Congress will be in
session, beginning next Tuesday, before adjourning for the November elections. Energy legislation will figure
prominently in these plans.
According to a memo sent from House Majority Leader Kevin McCarthy (R-CA) to House Republicans, the
House will consider a short-term continuing resolution (CR) that will fund the federal government at fiscal year
2014 levels and temporarily avert a partial government shutdown, in addition to 13 bills focusing on a wide
range of energy issues, including:


Studying the impact and cost-effectiveness of thermal insulation in federal buildings (H.R.4801



Congressional oversight of energy-related rules costing more than $1 billion (H.R.1582)



Hydropower (H.R.1963)



Export of liquefied natural gas (H.R.6)



Keystone XL Pipeline (H.R.3) With the exception of the CR, which will be enacted, if the Republicancontrolled House passes any of these bills it is unlikely they will be approved by the Democratic-controlled
Senate before or after the November elections.

Senate Democrats have also been making news lately, with Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-NV) recently
announcing that the Senate will vote on renewable energy tax incentives before the end of the year.
Aside from Leader Reid’s statement, the legislative agenda for the rest of the year remains very much up in the
air. If Republicans win back control of the Senate, the lame duck session after the elections will likely be one of
the shortest in history, as Republicans will block any legislation from being enacted until next year when new
Members of Congress are sworn in, during which time they would hold the majority in both the House and
Senate.
On the other hand, if the Democrats maintain control in the Senate, the lame duck session will likely be a few
weeks longer – although it is unclear what legislation might be considered during this extra time.

DOE Quadrennial Energy Review Meeting Scheduled for Newark, New
Jersey
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), under directive by the January 9, 2014 Presidential Memorandum—
Establishing a Quadrennial Energy Review, is hosting public hearings around the country. The Presidential
Memorandum establishes a Quadrennial Energy Review Task Force focusing on the United States’
infrastructure for transporting, transmitting, storing and delivering energy. As part of this review, public
meetings are being held around the country to solicit input. The twelfth of these meetings will be held at the
New Jersey Institute of Technology, Campus Center/Ballroom, 150 Bleeker Street, Newark, NJ on Monday,
September 8, 2014 at 9:00 am EDT. This public meeting will feature facilitated panel discussions, followed by
an open microphone session. Persons desiring to speak during the open microphone session at the public
meeting should come prepared to speak for no more than 5 minutes and will be accommodated on a firstcome, first-served basis, according to the order in which they register to speak on a sign-in sheet available at
the meeting location, on the morning of the meeting. These meetings provide ASHRAE Chapter volunteers
with an opportunity to offer input into national energy policy as it is being considered. If you are interested in
attending and would like more information, please go to https://www.federalregister.gov/
articles/2014/08/25/2014-20128/quadrennial-energy-review-notice-of-public-meeting.
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ASHRAE Government Affairs Update
NCEES Removes "Masters or Equivalent" from Model State Law
The National Council for Examiners of Engineering and Surveying held their 2014 annual meeting in Seattle,
Washington on August 20-23. At this meeting, delegates voted to modify the approach to requiring additional
education for initial engineering licensure by removing specific language in the NCEES Model Law and Model
Rules, originally intended to be effective in 2020. As part of the vote, annual meeting delegates decided to
instead develop an official NCEES position statement that supports additional engineering education beyond a
bachelor’s degree. Among other actions taken at the annual meeting, NCEES member boards voted to remove
its Model Law prerequisite that four years of progressive engineering experience be earned before a licensure
candidate can take the final licensing exam, the Principles and Practice of Engineering exam.
For more information on the meeting, go to http://ncees.org/about-ncees/news/ncees-approves-revisedapproach-education-initiative/.

New Training Power Point Available on GGAC Webpage
A new online training module for GGAC use has been posted on the ASHRAE website. “Organizing the GGAC
at the Local Level” was developed in response to requests from GGAC chairs in the survey conducted this
past spring. This new training module provides Chapters with basic tools on how to organize to influence public
policy makers. To access the Power Point training, go to https://www.ashrae.org/government-affairs/grassroots
-government-activities.

Montgomery County, Maryland Considering Revisions to Buildings – Energy
Efficiency and Environmental Design Codes
Montgomery County, Maryland is considering revisions to its Buildings-Energy Efficiency and Environmental
Design codes which could include elimination of ASHRAE Standard 189.1 as a compliance path. The proposal
might also not adopt most of the provisions related to indoor environmental quality.
To voice concern and input, one may view the proposal at: http://permittingservices.montgomerycountymd.gov/
DPS/pdf/2012IgCCDPSWorkingDocumentonAmendmentstoIgCC.pdf
The point person in Montgomery County, MD is Mark Nauman, LEED AP, Senior Permitting Services
Specialist. He can be reached at mark.nauman@montgomerycountymd.gov. Comments are best sent to him
as early as possible, prior to the 15th of October. They plan to publish it in their Register November 1 and
receive final comments by November 30.
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Advertising Rates
Newsletter Ad Includes:
 Business Card ad in 3 Newsletters (next newsletter is November), will be published the end of the
month)
COST: $75
Website Ad Includes:
 Business card ad on website for 1 year (starts month payment and business card are received)
 Link to your website
COST: $300
Newsletter and Website Includes:
 Business card ad in newsletters through June 2013
 Business card ad on website for 1 year
 Link to your website
COST: $350

